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Society Meeting May 20th - There is a special pre-recorded May meeting (without live audience) that is available on the society YouTube 
channel. Our scheduled visiting speaker for May is therefore being moved to talk with us later in the year. Regards, Peter Skilton 
 

If you're not already subscribed so as to be automatically told about new additions, the YouTube channel is at: 
www.youtube.com/channel/UCm6XOkIcIflt4y0XRBXpXuw     May 2020 meeting https://youtu.be/a2DGT9cV7W4 
 
The mini working bee was attended in the misty rain by 7 members on 6th June. The trees behind the Don Leggett building were 
tidied up, the telescopes returned to the observatory ready for members’ use and the place tidied up after the lay-up.  Covid-19 instructional 
posters were fixed to the entrances, and the meeting hall configured for this month’s meeting. Thanks to Mark Stephens, Jamie Pole, 
Nerida Langcake, Chris Kostokanellis, Guido Tack & Anders Hamilton.  The clouds (and rain) stopped us from viewing Comet Lemmon. 
 

Note to members : The lock for the toilet has been changed.  The key is hanging in the observatory near the front door. 
 

Regards, David Rolfe 
 

MPAS Covid-19 rules. 
 

With New Moon and comets in the sky, 
some members might be itching to get 
back to observing at the Briars in small 
gatherings. 
 
The latest COVID-19 rule relaxations 
came into effect yesterday. June-01 
Provided all rules below are followed, use 
of the society site by members is possible. 
Remember that breaches of the law render 
you liable for big on-the-spot fines by 
police, either now or post-facto. 
 
For those wishing to use the site, the following mandatory rules are now in place: 
 
1) BOOKING.   Only those who have booked are permitted on-site for any reason.  To book, send an 
email to welcome@mpas.asn.au beforehand (not to E-Scorpius), specifying the date/times requested, 
plus the name and contact phone number of every person coming, for use in contact tracing.  You will 
receive confirmation back that your booking was successful if there is room available and if you've provided these 4 legal requirements.  If 
you don't, then do not go to the site.  Casual unbooked drop-ins are not allowed unless in a genuine emergency. 
 
2) SICK.  Those who feel even slightly unwell, whether exhibiting cold/flu symptoms or not, must NOT go to the site, even if you are 
booked. Send another email to cancel please. 
 
3) SIZE.  A maximum of 20 people may be on the astronomy site outdoors.  A max of 20 people (plus any speaker and usher) is allowable 
indoors in the auditorium, 1 in the kitchen, 2 in the tea/coffee reception area, 1 in the toilet, 4 in the main observatory, 1 in the warm room, 
1 in the observatory entrance room, 1 in the dome, 1 in the BBQ shed, 1 in the container, 1 in the mower shed. 
 
4) BYO.  Members may use their own, or the Society's, portable instruments, and may use the available society gear, chairs, tables, 
tea/coffee etc.  The fixed observatory instruments are anticipated to be back in service in time for the June members' night.  If you use the 
society instruments, you are responsible for carefully cleaning their eyepieces, knobs, hand controllers and surfaces before and after your 
use.  Hand controllers will be wrapped inside clear plastic to prevent expensive damage from repeated cleaning. Do not remove this plastic. 
 
5) DISTANCING.   There must be at least 1.5 metres distancing between people anywhere on-site.  Inside the buildings, there must be no 
more than 1 person per 4 square metres at any time. 
 
6) HANDS.  Remember to wash your hands often if touching ANY surfaces that others may have touched.  Never assume someone else 
has already cleaned the surface.  There is sanitiser, soap, wipes and water on-site. 
 
7) APP.  If you have the COVIDSafe app downloaded to your phone, please remember to check it is running properly when you are near 
other people (its logo will then be rotating).  This app is used to supplement contact tracing, but its installation is optional. 
 
8) POSITIVE.  If anyone who has visited the site reports a positive COVID-19 test within 2 weeks of their visit, the entire site will then be 
off-limits for everyone and isolated for the next 2 weeks for decontamination. 
 
Committee will review these rules from time to time in light of future government announcements. 
 
Remember there are security/safety cameras monitoring our site, in addition to the others elsewhere in the Briars, so keep smiling. 
 
Regards, Peter Skilton 
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Mornington Peninsula Astronomical Society - Covid-19 2020 Calendar  

Colour code 
 

Yellow Boxes - MPAS Meeting @ the Briars 8pm to 10pm 
Blue Boxes - Members only night @ the Briars 6pm 
Grey Boxes - Weekends & Public Holidays 
Bold Underlined Days - School Holidays 
   
 

 

MPAS Covid-19 modified Calendar 2020 - by Greg  Walton 
 

Members-only events 
 

APWS = Astrophotography Workshop - 12th September @ the Briars 4pm 
 

TLD = Telescope Learning Day 24th October @ the Briars 4pm 
 

Point Leo Geology Outing 21st November @ Point Leo 
 

Members’ Solstice Day 20th June @ the Briars 4pm 

Autumn Equinox - March 21 
Winter Solstice - June 21 

Spring Equinox - September 23 
Summer Solstice - December 22 
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Modelling in Space      By Mark Stephens 
 
I have been making models for most of my life with a particular leaning toward anything that ventures into the atmosphere and beyond.  I 
can lose myself in the pastime when I wish and find it very relaxing from the normal hustle and bustle of life.  Building mostly aeroplanes 
and the occasional vehicle and ship, I also acquired and built the various rockets that were available. 
 
Over the years the main limitation has been the availability of suitable kits in a consistent scale to enable a visual comparison of each 
launch system and capsules.  This has recently been addressed with more companies making kits to a common scale.  These scales are 
usually 1/144th (1:144) or the larger 1/72 scale.  In 72nd scale, these kits range from the 70mm Tomahawk cruise missile up to the Saturn 
V with Apollo payload rocket, at a substantial 1.5m.  Recently, a new company opened up in Australia named Horizon Models, producing 
a very nice selection of early NASA rockets, with more to come. 
 
In this article, I would like to introduce you to some of the smaller kits I have built, that can be built by anyone with a few tools and maybe 
spark some interest in what is a very satisfying hobby.  To clarify, I have no financial interest in any of the companies I mention. 
The Russians set the early pace in what became the space race with the USA desperately playing catch-up.  After several failures by the US 
Navy Vanguard rocket, the US Army was asked to place a satellite in orbit using their Jupiter C, Intermediate range, ballistic missile.  On 
31 January 1958, the then named Juno 1 rocket placed the US's first satellite, Explorer 1, into orbit. 
 
The next objective was to place a human into orbit and to achieve this, the US implemented the Mercury Program and further developed 
the Juno 1 into the Redstone launcher to be used as the launch vehicle.  Once again the Russians beat the US when Yuri Gagarin became 
the first human into space aboard Vostok 1.  Three weeks and two days later, on 5 May 1961, Alan Sheppard aboard a Mercury-Redstone 
rocket, became the first US Astronaut to go into space.  This was a ballistic, sub-orbital  flight lasting 15 minutes.  The Redstone rocket 
lacked the power to push the Mercury capsule to orbital speed (around 17500mph). A second flight of the Mercury Redstone occurred with 
Virgil Grissom on 21 July 1961 and lasted 16 minutes. 
 
To achieve orbital flight a more powerful launch vehicle was required and the best option then available was the Atlas ballistic missile.  
When paired with the Mercury capsule, this rocket was referred to the Mercury-Atlas rocket.  Astronaut John Glenn was chosen to 
undertake the first US orbital flight, launching on 20 February 1962.  He completed 3 orbits in 3 hours 55 minutes and then successfully 
recovered.  Of particular note here is that up to this flight, the Atlas rocket had failed 43% of the launch attempts, thus when John Glenn sat 
in his capsule atop the Atlas booster, he knew he had a 50:50 chance of blowing up. 
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The above picture shows my own collection of rockets from this first stage of US space flight.  From left to right, Juno 1 with the explorer 
satellite (that little pointy thing right at the top), Mercury-Redstone, the capsule modelled as Alan Sheppard's Freedom 7 and the Mercury-
Atlas, the capsule modelled as John Glenn's Friendship 7.  These are all to a scale of 1:72 and so you can see the relative sizes of each to 
the others.  On the right is the Apollo spaceship consisting of the Launch Escape System (LES), the Command and Service Modules (CSM) 
and the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) within its launch adaptor.  This wasn't transparent on the real spacecraft.   
 
The Apollo spacecraft is also to 1:72 scale demonstrating how much bigger things had to be, to get man to the Moon.  If added to the 
Saturn V launch vehicle, the black ring at the base would be 1.2m above where it is now.  The Mercury-Atlas and the Apollo payload are 
both about 380mm (15inches).  In fact, if I had completed the whole rocket, all you would see in this picture of the Apollo-Saturn V would 
be the bottom half of the first stage and the F1 rocket motors. 
 
These spacecraft come in kit form that you can assemble and paint yourself.  Below is the Horizon Models kit of the Mercury-Atlas rocket.  
It's not as complex or difficult as it may look and part fit is excellent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If anyone would like to build their own model rocket collection, the three smaller rockets are produced by an Australian company called 
Horizon Models and are available in a variety of guises and include decals and Instructions that allow you to model any one of your 
favourite Astronauts personal craft. 
 
Both the Redstone and Atlas models are also available in their Ballistic Missile variations, however, I prefer the peaceful exploration of 
space and so have stuck with the more benign exploration rockets. 
 
The Saturn V, Saturn IB (soon to be available) and the Apollo kit above are made by a company called Dragon and are not always available 
so check with a reputable retailer. 
 
This is just the tip of the iceberg for space modelling.  There is also a large selection of kits representing Starships from the Star Trek 
universe and a large range of the various star faring ships from the Star Wars movies including a Millennium Falcon in 1:72 scale (and also 
smaller scales). 
 
 Well, that's it from me. I hope I have maybe sparked some interest in modelling your own Space ship collection. 
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Inaugural Work Experience at the Observatory in the Briars 
 
Over the years, MPAS has occasionally been approached by Year 10 high school 
students in the region, and further afield, about the prospect of work experience 
in a science or educational area.  Since the Keith Turnbull weed institute in 
Seaford closed many years ago, this really only left CSIRO’s climate facility in 
Aspendale (and even that was under threat at one stage of being closed down or 
moved to Canberra) and some individual university departments further afield as 
the only science-related known organisations anywhere near the Peninsula. 
For varying reasons, past students were instead referred to the University of 
Melbourne School of Physics, where an annual weeklong student astronomy-
related workshop was run in Melbourne in conjunction with the Melbourne 
Planetarium.  The catch was that the students had to have applied by mid-
February, and unfortunately their schools almost always failed to let them know 
in time for the deadline.  Also many hundreds of students applied for just a couple of dozen places available.  Some also would have had a 
daily commute that was logistically totally out of the question.  So, sadly, most had to be satisfied with time spent in local businesses 
unrelated to STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) in any way, or simply missed out on work experience altogether. 
In 2020, the University of Melbourne and the Planetarium did not run their long-standing workshop.  This was likely due to their sudden 
decline in overseas student income, compounded by the emerging threat of coronavirus in 2020.  From time to time, the Royal Society of 
Victoria (RSV) has also had a work experience student assisting them with 
administrative tasks related to their science outreach, though this was not the case 
in 2020 and would have involved travelling to the CBD each day. 
So, when the RSV was approached this year for work experience for a Year 10 
Rosebud Secondary School student, Marina Wilson, their CEO instead referred the 
request to MPAS at a time when imported coronavirus was starting to get a hold in 
Australia.  So MPAS decided to offer a week’s work experience at the observatory 
in mid-March and another around June if that was workable.  As it turned out, 
Marina started at the Briars and completed the week the very day before the health 
lockdown was declared by government, though we had precautionary distancing 
and alcohol cleaning at the Briars already in place during that week anyway. 
Some of her peers had their work experience week cut abruptly short by the school 
mid-week, but fortunately our conditions were deemed sufficiently safe to let the 
week run to completion.  Work experience for everyone later in the year was then 
abandoned by schools for 2020. 
The week with us had a strong safety focus and, indeed, started with a Briars site safety induction.  The auditorium comfy seats were all 
then cleaned and individually carefully inspected for stress cracking in the metal and fortunately none was found that would have required 
them to be taken out of service.  We have had structural failure in a small number of the seats over the years, initially causing the back of 
the seat to tilt backwards, and then eventually the metal back supports to fracture and fail, possibly due to stress of the increasing average 
weight of those who sit on them and lean back on their chairs. 
Next, Marina worked on addressing a known key site inspection audit finding, by designing and producing fire safety exit posters for all 
buildings on the site using Powerpoint and learning new functionality in that tool in the process.  These were orientated to be the view of 
the reader standing in front of them and seeking to know the escape routes and meeting points, where the first aid kits and fire extinguishers 
are, where the defibrillator is, and where the emergency services marker post is located, so it depended on the orientation of each wall/door 
they were to be fastened onto.  Therefore it required some visualisation and orientation skills, quite aside from the graphic design aspect.  
All of these health and safety posters were printed, laminated and installed in position by the end of the week, after our esteemed career 
Firefighter, Mark Stephens, reviewed them for content and quality, remarking “These look great, they cover what we need and look very 
good. I like the orientation aspect. Marina has done a great job on these.”  So next time you’re at the Briars and notice the safety posters by 
the exits, you’ll know from where they came. 
Another important task in a time of pandemic was to clean and thoroughly air dry all the 
eyepieces, Barlows, and finder scopes on site, as well as all binoculars, to remove 
fingerprints, dust and any other contaminants from their optical parts and tubes.  This 
was a significant effort due to the large number of diverse optics in the various buildings.  
A small number were found that had condensation within them where they’d probably 
been used under heavy dew conditions and then not entirely dried afterwards by their 
user before storage.  These were then stored in a ziplock bag with silica drying crystals in 
order to desiccate them.  One 2-inch eyepiece had its retaining ring barely hanging on by 
its last thread, and when it was removed from the telescope it had three of its optical 
elements and spacers fall out soon after (fortunately not on concrete), so this still requires 
reassembly by someone knowledgeable.  Telescope primary and secondary mirrors were 
not cleaned, though we did inspect their condition. 
After a good look at the Periodic Table of the Elements (with many of the real elements) 
and looking at a thin section of Tranquilityite mineral under a microscope (showing a highly smashed-up mix of all sorts of minerals, this 
mineral was first discovered in Apollo 11 samples returned to Earth, hence it’s named for the landing site), Marina then set about 
measuring for the first time the mass and volume of three different meteorites.  From these, she was able to learn how to use an Excel 
spreadsheet to calculate their densities before comparing the results with the known ranges online.  These measurements involved 
beginning to master the use of balances and volumetric laboratory glassware and reading meniscuses. 
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The three meteorites were: a large Nickel-Iron meteorite from Argentina, Campo Del 
Cielo; a poallasite from USA, Brenham; and a stony meteorite from north-western 
Africa.  When asteroids (or indeed planets in general) form from energetic bombardment, 
they do so in a molten state.  The heavier elements, such as Nickel and Iron, then sink to 
the centre under gravity to form the core of the asteroid.  The lighter elements, such as 
silica and rocky compounds, float to the surface to form the outer crust.  This behaviour 
is pretty much like curds and whey with milk.  And in-between, where the separation 
hasn’t yet completed, there’s a nice mix of metals, olivine glass, and rock in the one 
specimen.  So these 3 meteorites came from different parent asteroids that at some stage 
in the past have disintegrated, most likely by collision, and pieces from different depths 
have subsequently found their way to Earth in a big enough chunk to survive entry 
through Earth’s atmosphere and be found as meteorites. 
Measuring the mass is simple enough, and this was done with a digital balance (scales) with an accuracy of 1 gram.  Volume was measured 
using an Archimedes principle.  If you have a large enough tub, using a laboratory measuring cylinder, you can quite accurately measure 
the volume of how many cc of water it takes to fill it to the brim.  Then you empty it out and dry it.  The meteorite is then placed in the tub, 
and the volume of water it takes to fill it to the brim now is measured.  The difference between the two volumes is that of the meteorite, 
because the meteorite has pushed water out of the way exactly equal to the meteorite volume.  The water nicely fills all the nooks and 
crannies, cracks and crevices superbly well.  The process is then repeated for the next meteorite.  An assumption is made that there are no 
significant empty caverns buried deep inside the meteorite that aren’t connected to its surface for water to seep into. 
The bulk density is, by definition, the measured mass divided by the measured volume.  If we’d had enough time we could have also 
worked through the calculation of the uncertainties in the densities, based upon the known accuracy of the balance and the cylinder.  I also 
include these in brackets in the table below of Marina’s measurements.  Notice how it doesn’t matter what size of tub is used.  Before now 
I’ve measured the density of a very large meteorite candidate from Cranbourne in a wheelbarrow. 
The results were: 
Meteorite Mass (g) Volume (cc) Density (g/cc) 
Campo Del Cielo 5,298 720 7.36 (+/- 0.09) 
Brenham 145 70 2.07 (+/- 0.09) 
North West Africa 160 100 1.60 (+/- 0.07) 

 
For comparison, a typical rock on the ground may have a density up to 3 g/cc, depending on its 
origin and composition, and water has a density of 1 g/cc. 
We had lots of other tasks planned associated with gathering Society history from elder 
members, and getting the site and equipment all ready for the April public observing evening, 
but alas the Covid-19 restrictions caused cancellation of those plans. 
The work experience co-ordinator from the school dropped in on the Friday to see how we’d 
progressed, to get some feedback, and to do a bit of an audit, and she left the Briars most 
impressed by all accounts.  Marina even cranked open the observatory roof for her. 
Like moving between jobs and employers in general, transitioning from a school environment to 
any workplace one is always highly demanding and tiring for anyone as you adapt to the new 
experiences, length of day, and expectations.  Marina handled this very well.  It was a very 
fruitful, beneficial and fun week for me; Marina performed most enthusiastically and capably 
throughout, and was supported admirably by her mother, Paula Miles, who joyfully drove her to 
and from the Briars as and when needed.   
I have no doubt that, should she really want it in the coming years, Marina will find a rewarding career ahead in STEM in our rapidly 
changing world and may even reach for the stars.  The first generation of astronauts bound for Mars could come from those currently in 
high school. 
If you haven’t yet checked out the May Society meeting on the MPAS YouTube 
channel, please do so and you’ll see both Marina and Paula (who is a Music graduate 
from the University of Melbourne) close the meeting with a heartfelt rendition of I Am 
Australian.  Both are now MPAS members and we wish them a long and happy stay. 
Then perhaps one day I’ll be welcoming Dr. Marina to speak with us at a Briars 
monthly meeting on whatever area of specialty she decided to pursue. 
 

Regards, Peter Skilton 
 

Sent to MPAS at the conclusion of her work experience at the Briars: 
Hello, my name is Marina Wilson. Recently I completed work experience with Dr 
Peter Skilton at the Astronomical observatory in Mt Martha.  My work experience with 
Dr Skilton was a very interesting fun time for me and I highly enjoyed myself.  I learnt 
something new every day, and felt quite comfortable within this space as I learnt to 
design fire safety exit signs for a building and clean microscopic eye pieces for the majority of the society’s telescopes.  I developed a huge 
passion and love of science and outer space since I was in year 8 of high school after watching a show on Netflix, which I thought was 
absolutely amazing.  I would love to have a career as either an astronaut or a scientist. As I do a lot of research on this subject, I have 
discovered many things I would like to know more about when I’m older that cannot be answered now.  I would like to thank Dr Peter 
Skilton for giving me the best work experience opportunity a year-10 kid could ever hope for.    Sincerely Marina Wilson 
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Briars Weather - There is now an internet weather station at the Briars! 
 

The unit we installed is an Ambient Weather WS-2902A that measures wind 
speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, rainfall, and UV and solar radiation.  
The unit is raised on a pole on the side of the Don Leggett building at about 3m to 
try to minimise the effects of the building roof. 
 

The data it generates is uploaded every 5 minutes to community weather networks 
via the internet to both the Weather Underground and Ambient Weather 
platforms. 

To see our station go to ambientweather.net and 
search for Mount Martha. 
We are (currently) the only station there, next 
closest station is Tyabb Airport.  Click on the 
View Dashboard.  From here all our data is 
available.  You will need to make a login to 
change the units to metric. 
 

There is also a link on the left-hand navigation 
menu on the MPAS website at the bottom to our 
Weather Underground page.   Dave Rolfe 
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New Members Welcome 
 

Peter Gilmore, Marina Wilson, Paula Miles 
 

       (Due to the Covid-19 restrictions it has been very quiet with no public nights to entice new members. 
Apologies errata of Marina’s and Paula’s names in the last issue.) 

We hope to get more members on 
committee. 

 

If you feel you would like to get involved 
in the society business or have a particular skill 
you think would be useful to the society as a 
whole please give some thought to becoming an 
Office Bearer or committee member. 

The Annual General Meeting will be held 
on Wednesday 15th of July, 2020. In this edition 
of Scorpius there is a ‘Committee Election Form’ 
that can be used for the submission of 
nominations for the next committee.   This can be 
posted to MPAS. PO Box 596, Frankston 3199. 
Alternatively nominations can also be submitted 
electronically to welcome@mpas.asn.au , stating 
which position on the committee you would like 
to nominate for. 

 

 

MPAS members please consider a position on committee, as we have 
much work to be done for the year ahead. 
 

MPAS - Society AGM 
 

The AGM is in July each year. 
 

Current Committee 
President: Peter Skilton  
Vice President: Mark Stephens 
Secretary: Nerida Langcake 
Treasurer: Jamie Pole 
General Committee: Anders Hamilton, 
Trevor Hand, Simon Hamm, Dave Rolfe 
& Peter Lowe. 
 
Life Members are automatically committee members 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MPAS SUBSCRIPTIONS 2020 
Each ticking over of the New Year also means that Society fees are due to be paid. The committee has worked hard to 
ensure that 2020 fees are still the same as the previous many years’ prices. So to assist the society in maintaining the 
facilities and services we provide and share, we appreciate your prompt payment for each and every year ahead. 
As a reminder, the following structure of the 2020 fees is:                               $50 – Full Member 
        $45 – Pensioner Member 
Subscriptions can be paid in a number of ways:        $65 – Family Membership                 
- On-line (preferred, see at right)      $60 – Family Pensioner Membership 
- Cash payments to a committee member       See more options on-line 
- Send a cheque, made out to “Mornington Peninsula Astronomical Society”, to MPAS. P O Box 596, Frankston 3199 
- Make a direct electronic payment into the society working bank account (state your name clearly). 
The account details are BSB 033-272 Account 162207. Remember to add your name and details to the transfer so we can 
identify the payment in the bank records.      If you have any concerns please talk to a committee member. 
Click on the link for further information  - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByvkxzZGI9g_NXZ4cWxHbERTdEE/view?usp=sharing 
 

SOCIETY FEES 
You can now renew your 
membership online.  See link below. 
Click on Members then JOIN NOW 
at the bottom of the page. Then just 
fill in your detail on Try-booking.  
http://www.mpas.asn.au/members.html 

 

AGM Invitation 
15th July 2020 at 8PM 
The MPAS Briars site 
Don Leggett Astronomy Centre  
Nepean Hwy, Mt Martha  
(Melways ref. 151/E1) 
 
Agenda 
1. Apologies 
2. Confirm Minutes of previous AGM 
3. President's Report 
4. Treasurer's Report 
5. Election of Incoming Committee 
6. Special Business (none notified) 
7. Other Thanks 
8. Close of AGM. 

2020 AGM Committee Position Nomination - 
(Leave blank if not applicable) 
 

I 
……………………………………………………………
…….……  would like to nominate for the position of 
(circle) 
 

PRESIDENT         VICE PRESIDENT 
 

SECRETARY         TREASURER 
 

GENERAL COMMITTEE 
 

for the Mornington Peninsula Astronomical Society 
committee of 2020/2021. 
Seconded by 
……………………………………………………………
…….……   Dated  ………………/………….……/ 2020 
 

Both the nominee and the seconder need to be financial members 
of MPAS at the time of the AGM.  Nominations must reach the 
Secretary by the 12th July 2020. 
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Comet Lemmon movement. June 1, mag 6.5 in Canis Major, in the evening sky, about 6 degrees South East of Sirius. June 7,  45’ 
northwest of planetary nebula NGC2440 in Puppis. Moves into Hydra on the 15th. June 23, very close to Alphard in Hydra. 
The comet may then appear at its brightest, magnitude 5.5, easily visible in binoculars and possibly naked eye from a dark site. 
June 26, Moonlight will start to interfere. Extract from http://members.westnet.com.au/mmatti/webpage/2019U6_Lemmon.htm 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

July / 2020               Red Days indicate School Holidays 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

4th Notes 
Io shadow 2:40am S 
Io transit 2:54am S 
Io shadow 4:55am F 
Io transit 5:10am F 

5th Notes 
Io shadow 9:08pm S 
Io transit 9:20pm S 
Io shadow 11:23pm F 
Io transit 11:35pm F 

21st Notes 
Eu transit 1:43am S 
Eu shadow 2:02am S 
Eu transit 4:30am F 
Eu shadow 4:47am F 

1 
Comet C/2017 T2 
near NGC4490 

2 
 

3 
 

4    
Earth at aphelion 
furthest point from 
Sun 152,095,317 km 

5 
Full Moon  
Jupiter & Saturn 
below the Moon 

Saturn left Moon   6  
Eu shadow 8:52pm S 
Eu transit 9:15pm S 
Eu shadow 11:37pm F 
Eu transit 11:59pm F 

7 8 

 
9 

Ca shadow 8:33pm F 
Ca transit 9:45pm F 

10 
Ga shadow 7:50pm F 
Ga transit 8:15pm F 

11 
Mars below Moon 
Io shadow 4:34am S 
Io transit 4:38am S 

12 
Venus - Aldebaran 
Comet 88/H NGC4995 
Io shadow 11:03am S 
Io transit 11:05am S 

Last Quarter   13 
Moon at 404,199km 
Io shadow 1:18am F 
Io transit 1:20am F 
Eu shadow 11:28pm S 
Eu transit 11:29pm S 

14 
Jupiter at opposition  
Eu shadow 2:24am F 
Eu transit 2:15am F 
Io shadow 5:30pm S 
Io transit 5:30pm S 
Io shadow 7:45pm F 
Io transit 7:45pm F 

AGM 15 
Society Meeting  
8pm 

16 
Comet C/2017 T2 
Panstarrs in Coma 
Berenices 8th mag 

17 
Venus right of the 
Moon 
Ga transit 8:13pm S 
Ga shadow 8:30pm S 
Ga transit 11:30pm F 
Ga shadow 11:50pm F 

18 
Members night 

 

19 
Mercury right of 
the Moon 

20 
Io transit 12:50am S 
Io shadow 12:56am S 
Io transit 3:04am F 
Io shadow 3:12am F 

New Moon   21 
Saturn at opposition 
Io transit 7:15pm S 
Io shadow 7:26pm S 
Io transit 9:30pm F 
Io shadow 9:39pm F 

22   
 

23  
Comet 88/Howell 2 
degrees from Spica 

24 
Eu transit 5:35pm F 
Eu shadow 6:02pm F 
Ga transit 11:29pm S  

25 
Moon at 368,361km 
Ga shadow 12:30am S 
Ga transit 2:47am F 
Ga shadow 3:50pm F 

26 
 

27 
First  Quarter    
Io transit 2:33am S 
Io shadow 2:53am S 

28 
Io transit 8:59pm S 
Io shadow 9:20pm S 
Io transit 11:15pm F 
Io shadow 11:37pm F 

29 
 

30 
 

31 
Eu transit 7:51pm F 
Eu shadow 8:38pm F 

 

 

Monthly Events 
Note - NO Public night for 2020 
Society Meeting - 8pm to 10pm on the 20th @ the Briars 
Members Night - 6pm on the 23rd @ the Briars 

August / 2020           Red Days indicate School Holidays 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
 

30 
 

31 
 

  
29th Notes 
Ga shadow 8:30pm S 
Ga shadow 11:53pm F 

  
 1 

Comet 2P/Encke in 
Corvus 
Ga transit 7:47am S 
Ga shadow 4:30am S 

2 
Jupiter above Moon 
Saturn below Moon 

3 
Full Moon 
Io transit 4:18am S 
Io shadow 4:46am S 

4 
Io transit 10:44pm S 
Io shadow 11:15pm S 
 

5 
Io transit 1:01am F 
Io shadow 1:31am F 

6 
Io transit 7:27pm F 
Io shadow 8:00pm F 

7 
Eu transit 7:20pm S 
Eu shadow 8:28pm S 
Eu transit 10:06pm F 
Eu shadow 11:14pm F 

8 

Comet 88/Howell 2 
in Virgo 9th mag 

9 
Mars above Moon 
Moon at 404,659km 

10 11 
Last Quarter  

12 
Io transit 12:30am S 
Io shadow 1:11am S 
Io transit 2:46am F 
Io shadow 3:27am F 

13 
Io transit 6:56pm S 
Io shadow 7:39pm S 
Io transit 9:12pm F 
Io shadow 9:54pm F 

14  
Eu transit 9:37pm S 
Eu shadow 11:02pm S 
 

15 
Eu transit 12:23am F 
Eu shadow 1:51am F 

16 
Venus above Moon 
morning 
 

17 
 

18 
Comet 88/Howell 2 
in Libra 

New Moon   19 
Society Meeting  
8pm 
Io shadow 3:04am S 

20 
Io transit 8:44pm S 
Io shadow 9:34pm S 
Io transit 11:00pm F 
Io shadow 11:49pm F 

21 
Scorpius Deadline 
Moon at 363,513km 
Eu transit 11:57pm S 

Members night 22 

Eu shadow 1:34am S 
Eu transit 2:43am F 
Eu shadow 4:25am F 
Ga shadow 7:51pm F 

23 
 

24 
 

25 
 

26 
 

27 
First  Quarter  
Io transit 10:32pm S 
Io shadow 11:29pm S 
 

28 
Ceres at opposition 
Io transit 12:47am F 
Io shadow 1:44am F 
Ca shadow 10:48pm S 

29 
Jupiter left Moon 
Saturn right Moon  
Ca shadow 3:03pm F 
Io shadow 8:13pm F 

Monthly Events                                                   Southern Comets website - http://members.westnet.com.au/mmatti/sc.htm                                
NO Public night for 2020 
Society Meeting - 8pm to 10pm on the 17th @ the Briars 
Members Night - 6pm on the 20th @ the Briars  

Jupiter moon code 
Io = Io 
Eu = Europa 
Ga = Ganymede 
Ca = Callisto 
S = start 
F = finish 
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Now is the best time to start viewing Jupiter's moons and shadows crossing the face of Jupiter, see time on calendar.  
I selected 2 below which are at a civilized hour. 
On July 6th @ 9pm you can see Europa's shadow cross the face of Jupiter, see image below. 
See calendar above for more shadow transits and Jupiter's Moon transit times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On August 29th @ 8:30pm you can see Ganymede's shadow cross the face of Jupiter, see image below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TTHHEE  BBRRII AARRSS  SSKK YY  By Greg Walton 

This view 8:35pm - 29th August 2020 
Produced on software  Starry Night  

This view 9:00pm - 6th July 2020 
Produced on software  Starry Night  

6th July 2020 
Europa shadow 8:52pm start 
Europa transit 9:15pm start 
Europa shadow 11:37pm finish 
Europa transit 11:59pm finish 

29th August 2020 
Ganymede shadow 8:30pm start 
Ganymede shadow 11:53pm finish 
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NASA's Demo-2 astronauts Bob Behnken and 
Doug Hurley pose with their SpaceX Falcon 9 

rocket and Crew Dragon spacecraft at Pad 39A 

Astronauts Doug Hurley (front) and Bob Behnken give 
a thumbs-up inside SpaceX's Crew Dragon spacecraft 

LIFT OFF! 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Liftoff! SpaceX launched 1st astronauts for NASA on historic test flight! 
 
SpaceX launched astronauts for the first time ever, making history and opening a new age of 
commercial spaceflight. 
A shiny white Falcon 9 rocket lifted off from historic Pad 39A at NASA's Kennedy Space 
Center on May 31st at 5:22 am AEST, carrying SpaceX's Crew Dragon capsule into orbit. 
 
The launch kicked off SpaceX's landmark Demo-2 mission, which sent NASA astronauts 
Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley to the International Space Station (ISS). Demo-2 marks the 
return of orbital human spaceflight to U.S. soil after a nearly decade-long absence, and it 
signals the beginning of a new era in space exploration - one led by commercial companies.   
 
On July 21, 2011, the space shuttle Atlantis touched down for the final time, ending the 30-
year career of NASA's shuttle fleet. Ever since the final shuttle flight touched down, every 
astronaut bound for the orbital outpost has hitched a ride on a Russian Soyuz spacecraft. 
Now, the nearly nine-year hiatus is coming to a close. Demo-2 is the final test before NASA 
can fully validate Crew Dragon and the Falcon 9 for human spaceflight. Once that happens, 
SpaceX can start flying astronauts to and from the space station on a regular basis.  
 

The mission's departure point is significant and appropriate. Pad 39A is the site from 
which the Apollo 11 astronauts launched to the moon in 1969, and it also hosted 82 of 
the 135 space shuttle launches, including the first and final ones.  
 
It took Behnken and Hurley about 19 hours to catch up with the space station. During 
that time, the astronauts tested out Crew Dragon's onboard systems, collecting data so 
NASA can certify the spacecraft to carry humans. The vehicle is fully autonomous, so 
it's designed to fly without any human intervention. However, it has a complete control 
panel that the astronauts used to test out the manual control mode.  

The crew continued another longstanding NASA tradition, choosing to wake up to 
music. The crew of Gemini 6 started the tradition in 1965, waking up to “Hello Dolly” 
by Jack Jones, according to a history complied by NASA historian Colin Fries. The use 

of music as an alarm clock continued during the Apollo program “when astronauts returning from the Moon were serenaded by their 
colleagues in mission control with lyrics from popular songs that seemed appropriate to the occasion,” Fries wrote. On the final flight of the 
Space Shuttle, the crew chose an eclectic mix from Elton John’s “Rocket Man,” R.E.M.’s “Man on the Moon,” and “Here Comes the Sun” 
by the Beatles. Behnken and Hurley went in a different direction for their 
wake-up call Sunday. At 4:45 a.m., the controllers on the ground played 
Black Sabbath’s “Planet Caravan,” a slow, almost mystical tune that mixes 
guitar and bongos and is about “taking a spaceship out to the stars,” a band 
member once said. 
 
Behnken and Hurley arrived at the space station on Monday 1st June at 12:29 
a.m. AEST, and docked at the station's Harmony module where they will 
remain parked for one to four months. At 2:45am AEST the hatch was 
opened, and they were greeted into the arms of fellow NASA astronaut Chris 
Cassidy, who has been aboard the station since April, along with two Russian 
cosmonauts, Anatoly Ivanishin and Ivan Vagner. 
 
 

The length of stay is dependent upon several factors, including the 
craft's solar panels as well as the timing of the next crewed mission. 
It has been estimated that Crew Dragon's first operational mission, 
Crew-1, should be ready to launch at the end of August. Crew-1 will 
carry three NASA astronauts - Victor Glover, Mike Hopkins and 
Shannon Walker - as well as Japanese astronaut Soichi Noguchi. 
 
The SpaceX Crew Dragon makes 5 spaceships parked at the station. 
This image on the left is the current International Space Station 
Configuration. Five spaceships are attached to the space station 
including the SpaceX Crew Dragon, the HTV-9 resupply ship from 
JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) and Russia's Progress 
74 and 75 resupply ships and Soyuz MS-16 crew ship. 

AASSTTRROO  NNEEWWSS By Nerida Langcake 
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I wish the playgrounds were like 
this when I was a kid! This is the 
"Space Playground / Rocket 
Park" (aka Ray Bastin Reserve 
in Narre Warren) 
 
Nerida Langcake 
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THIS LADY IS OFF TO MARS! 

Not just for a trip?   She will stay! 

 

DIANNE MCGRATH at last ASV Diurnals Meeting - 
said she will take off in about 2032 with no plan to return. She told us this at the 

Sep 2018 Diurnals Meeting and called her talk ‘POTENTIAL LIFE ON MARS - A 
Personal Perspective ‘. This year it was called – ‘ON EARTH AS IT IS ON MARS’. She 
still belongs to the international group called MARS ONE, led by Bas Lansdorf 
(Renewable Energy and Arno Wilders (European Space Agency). 

 
The group operates in 3 languages – English, Chinese, and Russian and its participants are from 34 

countries, who train in Jordan in the Middle East. About 100 participants are the international volunteers 
who are at least 18 years old, but range in age. Dianne is now around 50 and studying for a Ph D (in 

Environmental Engineering) and moving around the world. 
 
The demands of space travel are physical, psychological, disciplinary, and dietary.  Her diet has 

included crickets – a protein source! Gymnastics help but also walking with special gear (like spacesuits) and 
endurance of distance and environment, in hot and cold conditions. Scientific research is expected of all, 

while involved in the above. 
 

Dianne has recently been training in Utah, USA at the Mars Desert Research Station. They lived in 
simulated habitats and confined spaces, experimenting happily. Planetary alignment about every two years 

allows a seven months trip from take off to the red planet. Flights both ways could happen at the same time. 

 

 The group will buy expertise from other organisations and individuals like Elon Musk (or Jeff Bezos?), 

rather than do all their own research. Most, if not all the housing structures on Mars will be prefabricated to 

provide the safety, durability, comfort and livability to combat temperatures 100˚C less than Earth and an 
atmosphere little better than our Moon. Like on the Moon spacesuits will always be required for all 

independent movement.  

 

 This year, very soon, NASA is planning a voyage to Mars to send a rover (named ‘Perseverance’), 

arriving in Feb 2021. It could still be working when Dianne arrives. She may even drive it, if it has a steering 
wheel? We will learn much more about the environment of the planet in the decade up until then. 

 
 Now, as we suffer the pandemic, we are learning about surviving in a disciplined environment which 

helps understand living on another planet, with strange choices or no choices.   How could any amateur 

astronomer volunteer to retire in a place like this? 
                                                            Ian Sullivan & Pat Larkin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

             THANK YOU ALL AT MPAS 

 

                I thank the society for the GET 

WELL card recently sent to me. I was only in 

hospital for 5 days and after my operation 

on April 17 my legs are now well on the way 

to healing. I should be walking normally by 

June meeting? 
                                                                                                                             

Ian Sullivan 
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Australian Aboriginal Astronomy by Tony Nightingale 
 

Interpreting the sky 
 

Emu in the Sky 
A constellation used in Aboriginal culture in Australia is the "Emu in the Sky", a 
'constellation' that is defined by dark nebulae (opaque clouds of dust and gas in outer 

space) that are visible against the 
Milky Way background, rather 
than by stars. The Emu's head is 
the very dark Coalsack nebula, 
next to the Southern Cross; the 
body and legs are other dark 
clouds trailing out along the 
Milky Way to Scorpius.  
In Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park, north of Sydney, are extensive rock engravings of 
the Guringai people who lived there, including representations of the creator-
hero Daramulan and his emu-wife. An engraving near the Elvina Track shows an emu 
in the same pose and orientation as the Emu in the Sky constellation. 
To the Wardaman, however, the Coalsack is the head of a lawman.  

 

Canoe in Orion 
The Yolngu people of northern Australia say that the constellation of Orion, which they call Julpan (or Djulpan), is a canoe. They tell the 
story of three brothers who went fishing, and one of them ate a sawfish that was forbidden under their law. Seeing this, the Sun-woman, 
Walu, made a waterspout that carried him and his two brothers and their canoe up into the sky. The three suns that line in the constellation's 
centre, which form Orion's Belt in Western mythology, are the three brothers; the Orion Nebula above them is the forbidden fish; and the 
bright stars Betelgeuse and Rigel are the bow and stern of the canoe. This is an example of astronomical legends underpinning the ethical 
and social codes that people use on Earth.  
 

Pleiades 
The Pleiades also figures in the Dreamings of 
several language groups. For example, in the 
central desert region, they are said to be seven 
sisters fleeing from the unwelcome attentions of a 
man represented by some of the stars in Orion. 
The close resemblance of this to Greek 
mythology is believed to be coincidental — there 
is no evidence of any cultural connection.  
The Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation 
explain them in the Karatgurk story. Another 
story involves seven sisters, the Maya-Mayi who 
were so beautiful that a warrior, Warrumma, 
kidnaps two of them. They eventually escape by 
climbing a pine tree that continually grows up 
into the sky where they join their other sisters.  
However, stars were commonly used to measure 
time and the seasons and to regulate daily 
activities before written culture, and long after in some cultures. The myths of the Australian Aboriginal people are, as around the world, to 
do with moral lessons and various reminders such as when to eat certain types of food, which is itself a cultural connection in the general 
form of the stories. Therefore, the study of the stars is probably the oldest knowledge on earth, such that it remains an intriguing possibility 
that aboriginal star knowledge does contain some fragments of a much older original culture. Aboriginal people came to Australia from 
Asia 50,000 years ago (well before Greek culture formed 3,000–4,000 years ago), and presumably the Aboriginal people originally came 
from Africa. While there is no hard evidence of a cultural connection, the possibility should not be written off, and the door is open to 
research to construct models of older human cultures, through the tracing of these narratives and other means such as linguistics.  
 

The Milky Way 
The Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains of South Australia called the Milky Way wodliparri in the Kaurna language, meaning "house 
river". They believed that Karrawirra Parri (the River Torrens) was a reflection 
of wodliparri.  
The Yolngu people believe that when they die, they are taken by a mystical 
canoe, Larrpan, to the spirit-island Baralku in the sky, where their camp-fires can 
be seen burning along the edge of the great river of the Milky Way. The canoe is 
sent back to Earth as a shooting star, letting their family on Earth know that they 
have arrived safely in the spirit-land. Aboriginals also thought that god was the 
canoe.  
The Boorong people see in the Southern Cross a possum in a tree.  
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Sun and Moon 
Many traditions have stories of a female Sun and a male Moon. 
The Yolngu say that Walu, the Sun-woman, lights a small fire each 
morning, which we see as the dawn. She paints herself with red ochre, 
some of which spills onto the clouds, creating the sunrise. She then lights 
a torch and carries it across the sky from east to west, creating daylight. At 
the end of her journey, as she descends from the sky, some of her ochre 
paints again rubs off onto the clouds, creating the sunset. She then puts 
out her torch, and throughout the night travels underground back to her 
starting camp in the east. Other Aboriginals of the Northern Territory call 
her Wuriupranili. Other stories about the Sun involve Wala, Yhi, 
and Gnowee. 
The Yolngu tell that Ngalindi, the Moon-man, was once young and slim (the waxing Moon), but grew fat and lazy (the full Moon). His 
wives chopped bits off him with their axes (the waning Moon); to escape them he climbed a tall tree towards the Sun, but died from the 
wounds (the new Moon). After remaining dead for three days, he rose again to repeat the cycle, and continues doing so till this day. The 
Kuwema people in the Northern Territory say that he grows fat at each full Moon by devouring the spirits of those who disobey the tribal 
laws. Another story by the Aboriginals of Cape York involves the making of a giant boomerang that is thrown into the sky and becomes the 
Moon.  
 

A story from Southern Victoria concerns a beautiful woman who is forced to live by herself in the sky after a number of scandalous affairs.  
The Yolngu also associated the Moon with the tides.  
 

Eclipses 
The Warlpiri people explain a solar eclipse as being the Sun-woman being 
hidden by the Moon-man as he makes love to her. This explanation is shared by 
other groups, such as the Wirangu. 
In the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park there are a number of engravings 
showing a crescent shape, with sharp horns pointing down, and below it a 
drawing of a man in front of a woman. While the crescent shape has been 
assumed by most researchers to represent a boomerang, some argue that it is 
more easily interpreted as a solar eclipse, with the mythical man-and-woman 
explanation depicted below it.  
 
Venus 
The rising of Venus marks an important ceremony of the Yolngu, who call 
it Barnumbirr ("Morning Star and Evening Star") They gather after sunset to await the rising of the planet. As she approaches, in the early 
hours before dawn, the Yolngu say that she draws behind her a rope of light attached to the island of Baralku on Earth, and along this rope, 
with the aid of a richly decorated "Morning Star Pole", the people are able to communicate with their dead loved ones, showing that they 
still love and remember them.  
 

Jupiter 
The Dja Wurrung call Jupiter "Bunjil's campfire". The planet features in the Djae Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation logo, as a symbol 
of the Creator Spirit 
Eta Carinae 
In 2010, astronomers Duane Hamacher and David Frew from Macquarie University in Sydney showed that the Boorong Aboriginal people 
of northwestern Victoria, Australia, witnessed the outburst of Eta Carinae in the 1840s and incorporated it into their oral traditions 
as Collowgulloric War, the wife of War (Canopus, the Crow – wɑː). This is the only definitive indigenous record of Eta Carinae's outburst 
identified in the literature to date. 
 

Astronomical calendars 
Aboriginal calendars tend differ from European calendars: many groups in 
northern Australia use a calendar with six seasons, and some groups mark the 
seasons by the stars which are visible during them. For the Pitjantjatjara, for 
example, the rising of the Pleiades at dawn (in May) marks the start of winter.  
Many stories exist where the heliacal rising or setting of stars or constellations are 
used to tell Aboriginal Australians when it is time to move to a new place and/or 
look for a new food source.  
The Boorong people in Victoria know that when the Malleefowl constellation (Lyra) disappears in October, to "sit with the Sun", it is time 
to start gathering her eggs on Earth. Other groups know that when Orion first appears in the sky, the dingo puppies are about to be 
born. When Scorpius appears, the Yolngu know that the Macassan fisherman would soon arrive to fish for trepang.  
It is not known to what extent Aboriginal people were interested in the precise motion of the sun, moon, planets or stars. However, it has 
been suggested that some of the stone arrangements in Victoria such as Wurdi Youang near Little River, Victoria may have been used to 
track the equinoxes and/or solstices. The arrangement is aligned with the setting sun at the solstices and equinox, but its age is unknown.  
There are rock engravings by the Nganguraku people at Ngaut which, according to oral tradition, represent lunar cycles. Unfortunately, 
most of the Nganguraku culture (including their language) has been lost because of the banning of such things by 
Christian missionaries over a hundred years ago.  
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In contemporary culture 
A great deal of contemporary Aboriginal art has an astronomical theme, reflecting the astronomical elements of the artists' cultures. 
Prominent examples are Gulumbu Yunupingu, Bill HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Yidumduma_Harney"YidumdumaHYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Yidumduma_Harney" HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Yidumduma_Harney"Harney, 
and Nami HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nami_Maymuru&action=edit&redlink=1"Maymuru, all of whom 
have won awards or been finalists in the Telstra Indigenous Art Awards. In 2009 an exhibition of Indigenous Astronomical Art from WA, 
named Ilgarijiri was launched at AIATSIS in Canberra in conjunction with a Symposium on Aboriginal Astronomy.  
Other contemporary painters include the daughters of the late Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, who have the seven sisters as one of 
their Dreamings. Gabriella Possum and Michelle Possum paint the Seven Sisters Dreaming in their paintings. They inherited this Dreaming 
through their maternal line. 
Source: Wikipedia 
 

Inca Astronomy: How the Incas Saw the Stars by Tony Nightingale 
 
The Complex Inca Belief System 
 

The Inca flourished in the Andes Mountains in South America 
from the 12th to 15th centuries. They had a grand empire 
stretching from present-day Colombia to Chile. Worship was 
very important to them and they had a complicated religion, 
closely linked to astronomy. The Inca worshiped various Gods, 
including Viracocha (the creator), Inti (the sun), and Chuqui 
Illa, the God of Thunder. They also worshiped huacas, spirits 
that were believed to inhabit any remarkable phenomenon, 
including large boulders, trees, streams or waterfalls. In 
general, the sky was very important to the Inca. Both the moon 
and sun were gods and they built extravagant pillars and 
temples with great precision so that these “heavenly bodies”, 
like the sun, would pass over the structures or through 
windows on specific days, like the summer solstice. The most 
crucial events for the Inca generally involved the rising and 
setting of the sun, moon, and stars. 
 
 
Astronomy was very important for the Inca civilization, partly due to the importance of agriculture.  
Astronomy was used for agricultural purposes. Cusco for example lies on a radial plan, mimicking the sky and pointing to specific 
astronomical events on the horizon. Similarly, to the ancient Egyptians, this was a horizon-based culture. They built carefully placed pillars 
on mountains and hills overlooking Cusco, so when the sun rose or set between these pillars, they knew they had to plant at a specific 
altitude. The Inca however not only studied individual stars, but also grouped stars into constellations. 
 
Inca Constellations 
Upon looking at the stars, the Inca noticed many 
animals and other representations from their day to 
day lives. They believed that Viracocha had ensured 
that each animal had a corresponding star and that all 
living things were protected. Grouping these stars into 
constellations became very important to the Inca. The 
Inca sorted the constellations into two groups. The 
first and most common groupings of stars were linked 
in a connect-the-dots manner to create pictures of 
animals, Gods, heroes and more. These constellations 
were considered as inanimate. One-star grouping 
known as Pleiades was especially believed to be 
influential over the well-being of 
animals. Pleiades was not seen as a greater God to the 
Inca, but they rather saw it as a huaca to which 
shamans would make regular sacrifices. The second 
type of constellations could only be observed when 
there were no stars: they were the dark spots or 
blotches on the Milky Way. These dark blotches were considered as living (animate) animals. The animals were believed to live in the 
Milky Way, which they thought of as a river. The Inca were one of the few civilizations who were able to locate their constellations 
without the presence of stars. The worship of constellations by the Inca culture, and the knowledge of their importance in the agricultural 
cycle, managed to survive Spanish conquest and the colonial era. 
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All Is Connected 
The Inca worship of stars and dark constellations shows us that this culture believed everything around them was connected. The sky had a 
very special meaning in managing this civilization and impacted daily life. 
Even the construction of the famous Machu Picchu site is connected to the 
stars. Archaeological and ethnological studies now suggest that Machu Picchu 
was a sacred ceremonial site, an agricultural experimentation centre, and an 
astronomical observatory. 
Source: Hendrika Janssen 
 

In the Incan Empire, astronomy was a critical factor in their process of 
decision making. To learn the exact moment to begin their agrarian year, they 
had to study the movements of the Sun and the Moon. And what was 
suspected for many centuries has been confirmed by a Polish-Peruvian team of 
archaeologists – the ancient city of Machu PicchuHYPERLINK 
"http://www.inkanatura.com/blog/machu-picchu-one-of-the-new-7-wonders-
of-the-modern-world" was an astronomical observation point. For the first 
time, the researchers have confirmed this by determining the planetary 
alignments used by the Incas. 
 

The Religion Under the Sun 
During the times of the 9th Inca and the first 
Emperor, Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui, it was decided that 
there should be a unifying religion under the sun to bond 
the lands of the vast Incan empire. The nation was diverse, 
and the Sun god would be what unifies them. Solar 
observatories were placed in strategic places of the land to 
validate scientific precision, and the Incas determined the 
winter and summer solstices which they called the Capac 
Raymi and Inti Raymi. In Cusco, there was a massive 
public solar calendar build out of 5-meter high stone 
pillars. But besides the sun, they also had a lunar calendar 
that measured time by tracing how much time it took for 
the moon to resolve fully. 
 

Source:  Carmen Maria Guevara Protzel 
 
Astronomy and Calendar of the Incas 
 

The Incas had great knowledge of astral space, a product 
of detailed observation; they knew the Milky Way, which 
they called "MAYU" which translated from Quechua 
means "heavenly river"; likewise they differ in their 
constellations two types: the first, consisting of the most 
outstanding stars, and the second by cosmic clouds. 
 
Constellations identified by the Incas 
Among the major constellations identified by the Incas, 
they are: Chakana – South cross, Qolqa – Pléyades, Atoq 
– Fox, Amaru – Snake, Kuntur – Condor, Llut’u – 
Partridge, Mallki – The tree of life, Katachillay – The 
llama, Hamp’ato – Toad, etc. 
 
Weather forecast at the time of the Incas 
They were able to identify the lunar phases, which could 
predict the times of rain and drought, it also helped them 
to identify the suitable times for planting and harvesting, 
remembering that the Incas considered the Sun, Moon and 
Stars, divine beings. The Incas did not sow nor harvest on 
a new moon, on the contrary they did it on a full moon. 
When they made wooden buildings, they were built during 
the full moon phase, to avoid destruction. They also 
observed the moon’s position for success in their battles. 
Eclipses at the time of the Incas 
Sun eclipses were regarded as anger or distress of the 
deities; in order to appease their anger, the Inca people 
performed llama sacrifices with fasting, praise and tears. 
The passage of a comet was a negative omen for the empire, either death, natural disasters or wars.  
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Inca Calendar 
The empire conceived a solar year compound of 12 months, and each of these, consisting of 30 days, was divided into 3 weeks of 10 days 
each. The last day was considered a fair or market day (qhatu), where you could exchange goods (barter). The beginning of the Inca year, 
was at different dates, depending on the regions of the empire; in the city of Cusco (the capital of Tahuantinsuyo), the year began in the 
month of August, a date that coincided with the beginning of agricultural activity. 
 
According to scholars of Inca civilization, the calendar used by 
the ancient Peruvians was as follows: 
Raymi (December) – La gran pascua del Sol, Huarachicuy. 
Camay (January) – Penitence and fasting of the Incas. 
Jatunpucuy (February) – Month of flowers in which sacrifices 
with huge amounts of gold and silver were made. 
Pachapucuy (March) – Month of rain, animals were sacrificed. 
Arihuaquis, (April) – Maturation of maize and potatoes (main 
food of the Inca people). 
Jatuncusqui (May) – Harvest month. 
Aucaycusqui (June) – Feast in honor of the Sun god (Inti 
Raymi), coincides with the winter solstice. 
Chaguahuarquis (July) – Month in which they carried out the 
distribution of land, and preparation for planting. 
Yapaquis (August) – Month of planting. 
Coyarraimi (September) – Feast in honor of the Coya (queen), 
and to expel evil spirits and disease. 
Humarraimi (October) – Period for the invocation of the rain. 
Ayamarca (November) – Time to worship the dead. 
  

Timetable Inca, Division of day 
The day was divided as follows: dawn, full morning, midday, 
sunset, dusk, the night and midnight. 
 

 The seasons 
The Incas knew the solstices and equinoxes to perfection, dates were celebrated with great rituals of adoration and worship. Therefore, the 
Incas determined two seasons: 
The dry season – Ch’akiy. 
The rainy season – Poqoy. 
  

Astronomical Observatories 
Usually, the observatories are in their temples, but observatories could 
also be found on the tops of some mountains like Huayna Picchu. It is 
known that the Incas astronomers, who lived close to the tops of the 
mountains, were dedicated full time to observing the behaviour of the 
stars. Also, they used the reflection of water (water mirrors), and the 
projection of light and shadow, in sundials as the Intihuatana, being able 
to determine very accurately, the dates of the solstices and equinoxes. 
 

 Holidays 
The Incas had many holidays, which were also considered as days of rest, 
usually linked to agriculture. Some of these celebrations were held on 
fixed days, but others were determined by the highest authority of the 
empire, the Inca. The celebrations were popular ceremonies with music 
and song, which could last from three to seven days. Some of the Inca 
festivals are still celebrated today in the city of Cusco, one of the most famous 
and popular, is the Inti Raymi – Sun Festival, which coincides with the winter 
solstice (June 21) and the celebrations for the anniversary of the city of Cusco. 
Another of the Inca festivals still celebrated in some provinces of the department 
of Cusco, is the Qhapaq Raymi, which coincides with the summer 
solstice (December 22). 
 
 Source: Ticket Machu Picchu 
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Home made equatorial platform 
 
I built an equatorial platform over the Easter weekend. It's a bit improvised, mostly from bits and pieces I had at home (except for a few 
things I bought online). The design is based on a circular North sector and vertical (conical) South sectors, running on M8 bolts and 
skateboard bearings. The motor is an off-the-shelf EQ1 motor (but I separated the control unit from the motor after I took the photos, so I 
can control the tracking speed remotely now).  The tracking is quite okay for a first attempt. I've attached my first ever astro photos, I just 
took them tonight with my iPhone (no post processing or stacking). Obviously there's room for improvement (I'll need to replace the PVC 
tube on the bolts, it's too soft). 
 
But I'm very happy for now!      Guido Tack 
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By Dave Rolfe 
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Right - Jupiter imaged by Russell Smith 
 
 
Below - Quick photo from the Briars bottom car park. 
Exposure is a bit too long as the stars have started to go blurry. 
By Ben Claringbold 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below - Milky Way and Antares from the backyard last night. 50mm lens and just 30 second exposures. Seems pretty noisy but I think it 
looks good still. By Ben Claringbold 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MMPPAASS  GGAALLLLEERRYY 
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Above - NGC3532 Pincushion cluster and surrounding nebula.  Narrowband filters, William Optics Star 71 Astrograph and SBIG STL 
camera. About 3 Hours of stacked exposure time before the heavy dew moved in.  By Dave Rolfe 
 
Below - Comet C/2019 U6 Lemmon. Best time to view is just after dusk in the western sky. It was visible in binoculars tonight and will 
keep brightening until the end of June.  Originally classified an Asteroid (A/2019 U6) just to be re-designated a comet in March this year - 
there is a tail in this pic.  (I had to use the asteroid designation as the sky atlas had not updated the name). Moving fast against the stars it is 
hard to process, however it is green!  U6 Lemmon has a 9000 year period so best catch it this lap!  By Dave Rolfe   
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Above - NGC6357 Lobster Nebula from last weekend. 4 Hours of data used. By Dave Rolfe 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above - NGC4945 Galaxy    By Dave Rolfe  Above - IC 4628 Prawn nebula 
Below - NGC6124 Open cluster       Below - NGC5427 Galaxies  
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 Members please write a story about your astronomy experiences and add some pictures. 
Send them to the editor: Greg Walton gwmpas@gmail.com 

MPAS Scorpius on facebook - https://www.facebook.com/Scorpius-MPAS-1694951307446763/ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Meeting Venue: MPAS Astronomy Centre 
The Briars, Nepean Hwy, Mt Martha  

 (Melways ref. 151/E1) 
Society meetings: Don Leggett Astronomy Centre  

8pm on the third Wednesday of the month 
(except December) 

(See map at right & Below) 
 

                        For addition details: 
Internet: www.mpas.asn.au 

email: welcome@mpas.asn.au 
 

Phone: 0419 253 252 
Mail:  PO Box 596, Frankston 3199, Victoria, Australia  

Nerida Langcake 

Jamie Pole 

Simon Hamm 

Rohan Baumann 

                The Society also has books & videos for loan from 
          its library, made available on most public & members 
   nights at The Briars site. Contact Fred Crump 

                 M.P.A.S. main line of communication is the online newsgroup called E-Scorpius. 
           Here you will be kept up to date with the latest M.P.A.S. news & events information as well 
       as being able to join in discussions & ask questions with other members. To join, email 
welcome@mpas.asn.au say that you want to join E-Scorpius & you will be added to the E-Scorpius list. 
 

                             MPAS members - https://www.facebook.com/groups/MPAS1/ 
                             MPAS - https://www.facebook.com/mpas0/ 

 

Viewing Night - Members only 
Any night, at The Briars, Nepean Hwy, 

Mt Martha, starting at dusk. 
Members visiting The Briars for the first time 

must contact Greg Walton on 0415172503 
if they need help getting to The Briars site. 
Upon arrival at the site, remember to sign 

the attendance book in the observatory building. 
 

For additional details: 
Internet: www.mpas.asn.au 

email: welcome@mpas.asn.au 
 

Phone: 0419 253 252 
Mail:  PO Box 596, Frankston 3199, Victoria, Australia  

 

Peter Skilton 

                               President: Peter Skilton 
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     Committee: Anders Hamilton, Trevor Hand, 
                              Simon Hamm, Dave Rolfe 
               & Peter Lowe 
                          ,                                   

                        Secretary: Nerida Langcake 
                       Treasurer: Jamie Pole 
                    Web master: Rohan Baumann 
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